Reviewer 1: "The outlook FUTURE DIRECTIONS is just a presentation of a new product. Scientific view to other innovative methods or products are missing totally. Please write more about the scientific topic you will be investigating."
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Comments to Authors:
Dear Author, the review is well written and gives a very good overview about the different techniques. The outlook FUTURE DIRECTIONS is just a presentation of a new product. Scientific view to other innovative methods or products are missing totally. Please write more about the scientific topic you will be investigating. 4 Please rate the appropriateness of the references. 5 -High/Yes Please evaluate the writing style and use of language. 5 -High/Yes Please judge the overall scientific quality of the manuscript. 5 -High/Yes Are you willing to review the revision of this manuscript? Yes
Reviewer 2: David Ellebrecht
Comments to Authors:
The manuscript describes the preparation and usage of generating Vascular Conduits. It is an educational review. The experiment is well conducted. The reader is able to follow the authors through new methods of vascular tissue engineering. The authors should only check spelling of "et al.". I would suggest the manuscript for publication in Innovative Surgical Sciences. Finally, congratulations for your work.
